Enjoy your Only Hearts Art/Peace Project
Step One . . . For Teachers, Parents, and Participants
The Only Hearts Art/Peace Project, inspired by 3,500 Sarasota, FL students ages six to
sixteen, is a powerful and fun-filled arts-educational score; all in our community are
invited to participate in the following way:
A – Download your project template and print it out on 8.5″ X 11″ paper, or A4 size
internationally. Template Download
B - Within the heart outline participants are instructed to illustrate their vision of
“What A Peaceful World Looks Like To Me” using colored pencils, crayons, pastels, or
paints.
C - On the reverse side participants are guided to write a short statement about their
thoughts on peace, or about “How I Will Make Peace A Reality In The World.”
D - Once the art and writing projects are completed it’s time to creatively discover the
many ways in which these creations and words can be displayed and featured in
informative and educational ways. Examples are in skits, choral presentations,
study/research circles, science/technology presentations, and in dance and shared
poetry. Whether in classrooms, as after school projects or with family at home, the fun,
discovery and endless learning possibilities are just beginning to open doorways of
insight and understanding for participants.

Step Two . . . Presentation
There are many ways to take your “Only Hearts Art/Peace Project” to the next level in
your school, community center, or home. For example: creating a play, a game, making a
video, incorporating it in lesson plans, or as community service in your neighborhood.

Step Three . . . Exhibiting – Be Creative!
For our project we chose 1,500 hearts that were laminated by a local printer and with
these created a large outdoor arena at Phillippi Estate Park in Sarasota, FL. Many events
took place within this arena and everyone was surrounded by the “Peace” visions and
ideas of our students. We rented the tallest, 40′ high, heart balloon in North America as
our centerpiece and featured a marathon reading of the children’s writings. Music,
poetry, dancing, meditation, and a prayer vigil also happened in this arena.

